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The Cr doped ordered perovskite powder of Sr2Fe0.93Cr0.07MoO6 has been prepared by a solid-state reac-
tion method. The chemical composition and the crystalline structure of the sample were confirmed with 
the Rutherford backscattering spectrometer spectrum and X-ray diffraction pattern analysis. The crystal-
line structure was determined to be tetragonal with lattice parameters a0 = 5.572 Å and c0

 = 7.900 Å, re-
spectively. The magnetic properties of the Sr2Fe0.93Cr0.07MoO6 have been studied by the vibrating sample 
magnetometer and the Mössbauer spectroscopy. The saturation magnetization and the coercive force  
were 26.5 emu/g and 101.2 Oe at room temperature. Mössbauer spectra measurements of the 
Sr2Fe0.93Cr0.07MoO6 have been taken at various temperatures ranging from 15 to 450 K. Analysis of 
Mössbauer spectra has considered with next nearest-neighbour interactions and the anisotropic hyperfine 
field fluctuation. The anisotropic field fluctuation of +H (P+ = 0.85) is greater than that of –H (P– = 0.15). 
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1 Introduction The spin polarized half-metallic Sr2FeMoO6 perovskite has become an important topic 
of scientific interest as the remarkable magnetoresistive properties. The structure of Sr2FeMoO6 was 
suggested to be either tetragonal I4/mmm [1, 2] or cubic Fm-3m [3] (where a is the unit cell of a primi-
tive perovskite), based on X-ray and neutron powder diffraction. Past studies have found that a ferrimag-
netic half metallic state [1] is expected for this ordered perovskite, which is able to localized up spin of 
Fe3+ (3d5:  t3

2g e
2
g) and itinerant down spin electron of Mo5+ (4d1: t1

2g). The discovery of colossal magne-
toresistance (CMR) has stimulated the research on ferromagnetic metallic oxides, as they are useful for 
the realization of magnetoelectronic devices or, for example, magnetic storage applications. Considera-
bly higher transition temperatures are needed for devices that rely on spin-polarized transport in half-
metallic oxides if they are supposed to operate in a temperature range around room temperature. 
 Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the variation of crystallographic and magnetic prop-
erties on the small atomic substitution at the Fe site. More specifically, this study examines the com-
pound of Sr2Fe1–xCrxMoO6 (x = 0.00, 0.07) since Cr3+ (3d3: t3

2g) ions possessed a similar electron configu-
ration and ionic radius to Fe3+ ions. 
 
2 Experiment The single phases of the polycrystalline powder samples Sr2Fe1–xCrxMoO6 (x = 0.00, 
0.07) were prepared by standard solid-state reaction method. Powders of high purity (99.99% or better) 
of SrCO3, Fe2O3, Cr2O3 and MoO3 were mixed, ground, and calcined at 1000 °C for 6 h in an atmosphere 
of 5% H2 in Ar(Bal.). The calcined mixtures were pressed into cylindrical bars and sintered at 1200 °C 
for 4 h in the same condition. The crystal structure was measured using a X-ray diffractometer (XRD) at 
room temperature with a CuKα radiation source. Chemical composition was measured using a Ruther-
ford back-scattering spectroscopy (RBS). The magnetic properties were measured using a vibrating sam-
ple magnetometer (VSM) and the Mössbauer spectra using a conventional spectrometer with a 57Co 
source. 
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